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It is shown in this paper that the equations of perturbed motion of a 
gyrohorizoncompass, given in [ 1 I, can be reduced to a system with con- 
stant coefficients. 

A rigorous analytic justification of the passage to the simplified 
equations of Geckeler is presented. The influence of an external periodic 
force is also considered. 

I.. lbe equations of perturbed motion of a spatial gyrohorizoncompass 
of Geckeler-Anschtitz 11 1 are of the form 

a! vu -- 
dt l/g7 

_ vp = dBsine” *, 
ml JfgR 

g+ vESg&_Qp, d 
- 

ml l/gB dt ( 
2B sin E’ 
-------a 

(1.1) 

ml J@T 

Here 

v = J(Ru cos cp + zQ2 + UN2 (l-2) 

Q = usincp +J$ tan cp+$ (a*=RuCo~~+g ) 
E 

It is assumed that the ship is maneuvering arbitrarily along a fixed 
latitude 4 and in system (1.1) new variables 

Ru cos cp 
a = -51, 

sin cp 
V 

6=7-7jx4 
sin E (l-3) 

are introduced, such that co satisfies the condition 
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where 

h=Gu (1.6) 

If in system (1.5) 
angular velocity R as 
systems of the form 

those terms are neglected which contain the 
a factor, then it uncouples into two independent 

V2 
q=-------zr, GA 

ucosrp -’ - 

Va 2B sin ‘p 
(1 

=-uc0s(92,, k3=- pl xq, $4 = 
PI 

z&zj x3 

7) 

-i mlV 
&O=COS - 

2B 
(1.4) 

Further, P and Y are also expressed through xj and x3, respectively. 
We obtain the following system: 

which determine the harmonic undamped oscillations of the compass with 
an 

[2 
of 

angular frequency u. 

Ihe simplified equations (1.71, apparently obtained first by Geckeler 
I, form the basis of the majority of studies and texts on the theory 
the gyrohorizoncompass. 

2. We pass in system (1.5) to new variables with the aid of the non- 
singular substitution of the form 

;;I = x1 cos 8 - -_I__ 
U COS qZ 

sq cos e + y 
u cos cp 

x3 sin 8 - A tan q3XJ sin 8 

rz = F x1 cos fl + XT cos 8 - X3 sin 8 - 
v 2B sin cp 

p1 x, sin 0 

E3 = F z1 sin e + x2 sin 8 + x3 cos 8 + 
v 2B sin cp 

p1 x4 cos 8 (2.1) 

& =+cotcpz,sin8 - 
Pl 

x2 sin e - 
Pl 

v 2R sin cp- v 28 sin T 
z3 cos e + x4 cos 6 

where 

e (t) = 5 52 (T) do 
0 

(2.2) 

As a result, we are led to a system of equations with respect to C$k, 
which uncouples into two independent systems with constant coefficients 
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and possesses the same structure as the system (1.71, namely 

‘ihe system (1.5) is thus reducible to the system of Geckeler (1.7). 

We also give the formulas for the inverse tr~sfo~tion from vari- 
ables eh to the variables %k, which will be used in the sequel. We have 

Zl = T I (El cos 0 + -L- gz GOS 0 j-.-.-.X- 
ueosrp u cos 0 

&3 sin fJ + h tan q$4 sin 9,) 
/ 

I ’ 
xz=y ---q---- c UCOSip 

&COSQ +LCOSB +E3sinO -“~~~~~4sin@) 

1 
x3 = T 

( 
UCOSqI 
7 81 sin 0 - Ez sin 6 + 53 cos 0 - ’ 23Py ’ ij4 cos 0) (2.4) 

g4=+ -+ i cot cp&sinQ - 
Pi 

v 2B sin rp 
Easin6 + 

PI 
YZBsincp ESCOS% f~4cosB 

3. We assume that the ship performs sequential circulations with con- 
stant velocity II and a circular frequency on a given latitude (p, begin- 
ning, for example, with the course due north. 

‘Ihen, as is shown in 12 1 I we may assume 

Q ,---_110sinot 
( 
‘p= Ru~Osq) (3.11 

With this assumption the system (1.5) will be 
(3.2) 

V2 
z1 = -zzz 

UCOScp 
- hpw tan g, sin wts4, 53 = po sin otzz - v’2~~in~~4 

a% = - ucoscpz~ -tul,sin0t23, 
PI 

24 = $MlI cotcpsinotz1 t_&Zs 
2B sin ‘p 

The system associated with (3.2) is of the form 

(3.3) 

$1 = u cos qJg2 - $ po cot rp sin oty4, @3 = p.0 sin oty2 - 2B fYu spy g4 

$2 = -&Y1 - Ilo sin wty3, $4=Apw tss cp sin otyl+ 
@2Bsinrp 

p1 y8 

By means of variables [ 1 1 
(3.4) 

201 (t) = &&p + Qh w2 (t) = y3 - i 
PI 

-94 2B s1n ‘pv fi = v-1, 

we transform the system (3.3) into an easily integrable system of two 
equations of first order. 
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If yi(t) is any solution of system (3.3), then, as is known [ 4 1, the 
expression ~1x1 +‘ yzx2 +’ y3x3 +’ y4x4 will be the first integral of the 
system (3.2). Using Formulas (3.4) and satisfying in the solutions of 
the system (3.3) the initial conditions 

yih. (0) = &. z f i (j =: k) 

10 (i # I4 

we construct real expressions for the four independent first integrals 
of system (3.2). As a result we obtain 

Xl cos vt cos 0 
V 

- -------x2 sin vt cos % + 
u cos cp 

1: 
$--X3sinvtsin%-~~ancpX4COsvtsin%=C, 

u cos rp 

~XISinvtOOS% ~52coSVtCOS%-X3COSVtSiil%- 

Y~B sin ‘p - 
Pl x4 sinvtsin 0 = C2 

yx, sin vi! sin % j-22 cos vt sin 9 +x3 cos vt cos % + 

_;_ v2Bpy’Fxd sin vt cos 0=C3 

1 
x cot 'p XI co6 vt sin% - ". 

v wsmcp 
x2 sin vtsin % - 

PL 
- 

v 2B sin q 
X3 sin vt cos 9 +x4 cos vt cos 8 = C, 

Here, in accordance with (2.2) and (3. I), in the case of circulation 
it must be assumed 

% (t) - p (cos ot - 1) (3.5) 

It already becomes clear that, as a linear substitution with periodic 
coefficients, which reduces the system (3.2) to a system with constant 
coefficients (2.3)) E!kp ressions (2.1) should be taken, where 6(t) satis- 
fies Formula (3.5). 

lhe roots of the characteristic equations of the transformed system 
(2.3) are, as is known, the characteristic exponents of system (3.2). 
Designating the latter by I(~ (s = 1, 2, 3, 4) we obtain 

x1,2 = j, vi, x3,4 = * vi (3.6) 

A Let us apply the theory presented to a study of the influence of 
an external periodic disturbance. 

Let us consider the nonhomogeneous system 

(4.1) 
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and let 

5~~ = -4 ~0~ip5~-po sin tit23 + F (t) 

Y" I? sin cp 

F (t) = a cos ot (a>@ (4.2) 

Passing, in accordance with (2.1), to the variables tk, we obtain two 
independent systems of the form 

(4.3) 

& = & E.2 - &F (t) cos 0 (t), &I = - vz2Bp~cp 54 +F(t) Sine (t) 

t2 zzz - u cosq $1 +F(t) cos 0 (t), c4 = 

where 8, as before, satisfies Formula (3.5). 

We will assume, further, that p CC l/2; we then may set sin 8 C: 8, 
cos e = 1, and the system (4.3) will be 

& = IIn’ r___ V 
~ 10 
ucoscp -.. ucoscp 

&2 = - ucosq&+F(t), 

It is important to note that in the case considered the term ~(~)6(~) 
has a constant component. 

Indeed, in accordance with (3.5) and (4.2) 

F (t) 8 (t) = l&La cos ot (coswt - 1) = y + ~cos2ot-~Ib(lCOSOt (4.5) 

This constant component, expressed by the first term in Formula (4.5), 
is of considerable influence on the reading of the gyrohorizoncompass. 

We proceed now to the integration of system (4.4). We have from the 
first two equations of this system, taking into account Formula (4.2) 
and the initial conditions E,(O) = 0, I* =-0, the following solutions: 

2 

5 = (+_~2pu cosv i cos@t -cosvt f$sinot -sinvt 
) 

+-JE--( -$sinot 
(w#v) (4-O) 

y%-- 02 j COS wt - cos vt + sin vt 
1 
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Assuming w >> V, we obtain from this approximate, but in many cases 
sufficiently accurate expressions 

51 = 
v2a ’ 

wG.4 cos rp t 
cos vt - COS ot - + sin wt +sin vt ) 

;;z=$( COS Vt - CO6 Oit + G sin wt - sin vt 
> 

(4.71 

Further, from the remaining two equations of system (4.41, and taking 
into account (4.2), (4.5) and the initial conditions t,(O) = 0, t,(O) = 0, 
we obtain 

sinwt+---- 

Returning to Formula (4.61, we have 

EI -I- & Es= (.$ _T@ (?os m (cos @t - cos vt) 

Neglecting v2 as compared to w’, we obtain from here 

(4.9) 

“sl _+A 2v”a 

24 cos cp [2 = 
O‘JU cos cp 

(COS Qt - COStit) (4.10) 

Taking account of this simplification we also have 

-FE, + & = $ ($ sin wt - sin vt) (4.11) 

---& 2:: f h tan spgp = &Y&d’ -cos vt), g3 -- 
Y 2H sin cp * 

Pt g4 = Fsinvt 

From the formulas for inverse tr~sfo~ation (2.41, where in accord- 
ance with what has been said one should set sin 6 =,O, cos 8 =.l, we have 

1 C 2v”a 
51 = H c&cos ql (co9 vt - cos ot) - &(I - co9 vt) (1 - cos ot) 

3 

rz = + f s ($ sin cot - silt Yt) - G sin vt (1 - cos wl)] 

(4.12) 

In these expressions the most important will be the last terms which 
are due to the presence of the constant component in Expressions (4.5). 
Designsting them by AxI and Ax, respectively, we have 
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Ax 
1 

zzz - L p2” 
2 -g-&-q (1 - cos vt) (1 - cos ot> 

Ax, = - i $ sin vt (1 - cos ot) 

(4.13) 

If the periodic external force is acting during a short interval of 
time (0, t*) which is small as compared to the period of M. Schuler, then 
for 0 <- t 4 t* we may assume cos ut - 1, sin vt = vt; we then have 

Ax, = 0, Ax, = +Pa (1 - cos wt) t (4.14) 

possible deviations will be The maximum 
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